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,TIWJO5WTUJWYNJX

FY18 has been the best ever year for Godrej Properties on three
very important operating parameters: sales, operating cash flows,
and business development. Sales in FY18 grew by 152% to
INR 5,083 crore, ensuring it was GPL’s best ever year in terms of
the value of real estate we sold. As a result, we have once again
emerged as the largest publicly listed developer in India by sales
value in FY18.
Dear Shareholders,
I am happy to report that FY18 has been a year of great
progress at your company, both in terms of operational results
and improvements to business standards. We continue
to focus our energies on customer centricity, employee
JSLFLJRJSYFSIGZNQINSLTUJWFYNTSFQXHFQJFSIJKÁHNJSH^

To deliver outstanding experiences for our customers, our
employees must be engaged and empowered to deliver
their best. For the most senior members of our team, who
comprise the management committee of the business, we’ve
NSYWTIZHJI QTSLYJWR NSHJSYN[JX YMWTZLM \MNHM YMJ^ HFS
JFWSZUYTYJSYNRJXYMJNWHZWWJSYNS^JFWHTRUJSXFYNTSNKYMJ

organization generates shareholder value that far exceeds our
&XYMJVZFQNY^TKWJFQJXYFYJUWTOJHYXNS.SINFMFXNRUWT[JIT[JW industry peers. Similarly, for all employees, we’ve introduced
the past decade, customer expectations have also evolved. incentive systems that disproportionately reward outstanding
Consumers want and expect more from leading developers,

value creation. We continue to focus on diversity and inclusion

both in terms of design quality and service experience. At

NSNYNFYN[JXYTFYYWFHYYMJGJXYYFQJSYYT,TIWJOFSIJSXZWJ\J
,TIWJO5WTUJWYNJX\JPST\YMFYTZWFGNQNY^YTIWN[JHZXYTRJW KTXYJW F XZUUTWYN[J JS[NWTSRJSY KTW FQQ +TW J]FRUQJ ,TIWJO
[FQZJ NS UWTIZHY FSI XJW[NHJ \NQQ GJ YMJ RTXY XNLSNÁHFSY UFWYSJWJI \NYM YMJ :SNYJI 3FYNTSX -ZRFS 7NLMYX 4KÁHJ YT
IJYJWRNSFSY TK ^TZW HTRUFS^¸X XZHHJXX +TW YMJ ÁWXY YNRJ launch global standards for businesses to tackle discrimination
YMNX ^JFW \J MF[J NSYWTIZHJI YMJ HZXYTRJW 3JY 5WTRTYJW FLFNSXY1,'9.UJTUQJ \J\NQQ\TWPYTJSXZWJNSHQZXN[NY^NXF
8HTWJ 358FHZXYTRJWWFYNSLTKTZWUJWKTWRFSHJFXFPJ^ HMJWNXMJIUWNSHNUQJGTYMFY,TIWJOFSIYMJGWTFIJWHTWUTWFYJ
component of every employee’s goals and incentives. This community. We are also proactively building gender balanced
reinforces a mindset that puts the customer at the center of

teams, by performing a rigorous wage gap audit and creating

J[JW^IJHNXNTS\JRFPJFY,TIWJO5WTUJWYNJX

programs that help new mothers transition smoothly back to
work after maternity leave.
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One important area of pride and motivation for our team at

trainings, and efforts to reduce dengue and malaria infections.

,TIWJONXTZWKTHZXTSHTWUTWFYJXTHNFQWJXUTSXNGNQNY^<J¸[J We also collaborate with Mobile Creches, an organization that
UFWYSJWJI\NYM5WFYMFRFSTSUWTÁYTWLFSN_FYNTSTSFLWFSY provides schooling and nutrition to the children of construction
that will catalyze small scale entrepreneurship within the
construction sector. Through the grant, we provide access
YT QTFSX YT XRFQQXHFQJ HTSYWFHYTWX \NYMTZY FIJVZFYJ HWJINY
history allowing them to scale their operations and create new
OTGTUUTWYZSNYNJXNSYMJUWTHJXX9MNXNSNYNFYN[J\FXWJHTLSN_JI
by the Stanford Social Innovation Review in its article, “New
+WTSYNJWX NS .SINFS (TWUTWFYJ 8THNFQ 7JXUTSXNGNQNY^¶ .S F
XJUFWFYJ NSNYNFYN[J ,51 MFX XJY ZU F \FXYJ RFSFLJRJSY
plant that converts horticultural waste to fuel briquettes
in collaboration with the Municipal Corporation of Greater
Mumbai. The plant will divert 50 tons of green waste from
QFSIÁQQXUJWIF^  TK2ZRGFN¸XYTYFQLWJJS\FXYJ<JFWJ
also proud of our integrated watershed management program,

workers.
&X F LWTZU ,TIWJO MFX FQ\F^X HMFRUNTSJI XZXYFNSFGQJ
development, and I am happy to share that this year, your
company was ranked 2nd in Asia & 6th globally by the Global
Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark, widely recognized
FX YMJ LQTGFQ XYFSIFWI KTW UTWYKTQNTQJ[JQ XZXYFNSFGNQNY^ FSI
governance reporting and benchmarking in the real estate
XJHYTW.FRFQXTMFUU^YTSTYJYMFY,TIWJO,FWIJS(NY^MFI
YMJINXYNSHYNTSTKWJHJN[NSL5QFYNSZRHJWYNÁHFYNTSG^YMJ.SINFS
Green Building Council (IGBC) under its Green Residential
8THNJY^ WFYNSL <NYM YMNX FHMNJ[JRJSY ,TIWJO ,FWIJS (NY^
becomes the largest township in India to be IGBC Green
7JXNIJSYNFQ8THNJY^5QFYNSZRHJWYNÁJI

through which we have successfully transformed over 8,000
FHWJXTKGFWWJSIWTZLMYUWTSJQFSINSWZWFQ2FMFWFXMYWFNSYT Another new initiative we launched during the year was the
year round crop yielding productive landscapes. With over ,TIWJO5ZGQNH&WY.SNYNFYN[JYMWTZLM\MNHM\J\NQQUFWYSJW\NYM
a quarter million new trees planted, this program will deliver

leading contemporary Indian and international artists to bring

XYWTSL JS[NWTSRJSYFQ GJSJÁYX NS FIINYNTS YT YMJ UTXNYN[J UZGQNHFWYYTTZWUWTOJHYXFHWTXX.SINF4ZWÁWXYUFWYSJWXFWJ
Subodh Gupta and Manish Nai, both of whom are amongst
impact it will have on the livelihoods of thousands of people.
India’s brightest artistic talents. We have already installed
The safety and wellbeing of the construction workers who build

QFWLJXHFQJ \TWPX G^ YMJXJ FWYNXYX FY ,TIWJO '0( F 1**)
TZW UWTOJHYX MFX GJJS FSTYMJW FWJF TK KTHZX .S FIINYNTS YT 5QFYNSZRHTRRJWHNFQTKÁHJGZNQINSLFY'FSIWF0ZWQF(TRUQJ]
rigorous safety standards vetted by independent third parties, in Mumbai. Aside from incorporating public art into our own
we have invested in several programs to improve health of

IJ[JQTURJSYX,TIWJO5WTUJWYNJXNXFQXTXZUUTWYNSLUZGQNHFWY
HTSXYWZHYNTS \TWPJWX YMWTZLM WJLZQFW MJFQYM HMJHPZUX NSQTHFYNTSXFHWTXX.SINF&XFÁWXYXYJU,TIWJO5WTUJWYNJXNX

2FSNXM3FN,TIWJO'0(2ZRGFN

8ZGTIM,ZUYF,TIWJO'0(2ZRGFN
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'JJI<FYJWXMJI)J[JQTURJSY'JLNSSNSLTK5WTOJHY 'JJI<FYJWXMJI)J[JQTURJSY8JUYJRGJW
March 2016
UWTZIYTGJFXUTSXTWTKYMJ2FIMF[JSIWF8HZQUYZWJ5FQFHJ +> MFX GJJS YMJ GJXY J[JW ^JFW KTW ,TIWJO 5WTUJWYNJX TS
FY3FMFWLFWM+TWYTSJTK.SINF¸XÁWXYXHZQUYZWJUFWPXQTHFYJI YMWJJ [JW^ NRUTWYFSY TUJWFYNSL UFWFRJYJWX XFQJX TUJWFYNSL
within an iconic fort in Jaipur.

HFXM ÂT\X FSI GZXNSJXX IJ[JQTURJSY 8FQJX NS +> LWJ\

1FXY^JFW\JMFIFQJFIJWXMNUYWFSXNYNTS\NYMR^HTQQJFLZJ G^ YT.37HWTWJJSXZWNSLNY\FX,51¸XGJXYJ[JW
2TMNYYFPNSLT[JWFX(*4TK,TIWJO5WTUJWYNJX9MNXYWFSXNYNTS year in terms of the value of real estate we sold. It was also the
has been seamless, and Mohit, along with his extremely

ÁWXYYNRJ\JXTQIT[JW.37HWTWJ\TWYMTKXUFHJNSJFHM

capable management team, has delivered a record year. At

TKYMJKTZWVZFWYJWXNSYMJÁSFSHNFQ^JFW&XFWJXZQY\JMF[J

YMJXYFWYTKYMJQFXYÁSFSHNFQ^JFW\JXJYY\TUWNRFW^ÁSFSHNFQ once again emerged as the largest publicly listed developer in
YFWLJYX YMFY \J MTUJI YT IJQN[JW \NYMNS Á[J ^JFWX 9MJXJ India by sales value in FY18. We are especially pleased with
\JWJ ÁWXY YT JXYFGQNXM TZWXJQ[JX FX HTSXNXYJSYQ^ FRTSL YMJ this sales performance given that sales for the industry as a
top three developers by value of real estate sold in each of

\MTQJMF[JIJHQNSJIIZWNSLYMJÁSFSHNFQ^JFW

the four largest real estate markets in the country – Mumbai,

8FQJXKWTRJ]NXYNSLNS[JSYTW^MF[JGJJSUFWYNHZQFWQ^J]HNYNSL

'FSLFQTWJ 3(7 FSI 5ZSJ ³ FSI XJHTSI YT ITZGQJ TZW our performance more than doubled, to INR 2,780 crore. That
WJYZWSTSJVZNY^YT .FRMFUU^YTWJUTWYYMFY\JMF[J allowed a greater percentage of cash collection from each
made strong progress on these targets. Your company has

sale, which in turn led to our best ever collections performance

already achieved a position among the top three developers

TKSJFWQ^.37HWTWJFSNSHWJFXJTK T[JW+>&X

in each of the four largest markets in FY18, with a leadership

a result, we have generated INR 1,868 crore of net operating

UTXNYNTSNS3(7FSZRGJWY\TUTXNYNTSNS2ZRGFNFSI5ZSJ HFXM ÂT\ NS +> \MNHM FQQT\JI ZX YT WJIZHJ IJGY G^
and a number three position in Bangalore. We sold more than

INR 653 crore while continuing to rapidly grow the company’s

1.25 million sq. ft. with a booking value of over INR 800 crore

development portfolio.

NSJFHMTKTZWKTZWKTHZXRFWPJYXGJHTRNSLYMJÁWXYIJ[JQTUJW
in India to achieve this scale across multiple geographies.
& HTRGNSFYNTS TK WTGZXY XFQJX XNLSNÁHFSY SJ\ GZXNSJXX
IJ[JQTURJSY FSI NRUWT[JI TUJWFYNSL HFXM ÂT\X JSXZWJI
YMFY +> \FX F XZGXYFSYNFQ ÁWXY XYJU YT\FWIX IJQN[JWNSL TS
TZW 74*LTFQ
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.S +> \J FIIJI RTWJ SJ\ UWTOJHYX YMFS NS FS^ UWJ[NTZX
^JFW,51FIIJISJ\UWTOJHYX\NYMFYTYFQXFQJFGQJFWJF
TK  RNQQNTS XV KY 2TWJ YMFS   TK YMJ FWJF FIIJI NS
FY18 is in partnership with other real estate developers, and
FQQTKYMJXJUWTOJHYXFWJNSYMJKTZWQFWLJXYWJFQJXYFYJRFWPJYX
in India.

The Indian real estate sector has undergone a lot of disruption,

YTGJTSJTKYMJKFXYJXYLWT\NSLRFOTWXJHYTWX&SI\NYMNSYMJ

starting with demonetization in 2016, and continuing with the

real estate sector, given our brand, our national presence, and

Real Estate Regulatory Act (RERA), and GST being introduced

our strong team and capabilities, we are as well placed as any

NSYMJQFXYÁSFSHNFQ^JFW9MJXJRJFXZWJXFWJMJQUNSLYTIWN[J other company to capture this opportunity.
consolidation in the sector. A weak property market and
increasing customer preference for stronger developers
has created an unprecedented business development
opportunity for developers with strong customer franchises
FSIIJ[JQTURJSYHFUFGNQNYNJX,51NX\JQQUQFHJIYTHFUNYFQN_J
on these opportunities in the business development space.
9TJSXZWJ\JMF[JYMJÁSFSHNFQWJXTZWHJX\JSJJIYTUZWXZJ
rapid growth in the coming years, your company successfully
raised INR 1,000 crore of equity capital in June 2018 from a
leading global investor.
Your company has a tremendous opportunity. India is likely to

4ZW YJFR FY ,TIWJO 5WTUJWYNJX NX FS J]HJUYNTSFQ LWTZU
of talented individuals and I am grateful to them for their
tremendous efforts and outstanding results. We would like
YTYMFSPTZWHZXYTRJWXOTNSY[JSYZWJUFWYSJWXFSIGZXNSJXX
associates for their support. Finally, thanks to you, our
XMFWJMTQIJWXKTW^TZWHTSYNSZJIGJQNJKNS,TIWJO5WTUJWYNJX
Best Wishes,
7PYVQZOH.VKYLQ
Executive Chairman

GJYMJKFXYJXYLWT\NSLRFOTWJHTSTR^NSYMJ\TWQIT[JWYMJ ,TIWJO5WTUJWYNJX
next two decades. Within India, the real estate sector is likely
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